RealAlarm™

When an alarm is real, EVERY MINUTE COUNTS; When it's false, EVERY PENNY COUNTS

- Advanced PIR motion detectors with integrated cameras capture images and audio
- Provides visual verification of burglar, panic and fire alarms ensuring compliance with BS8243 and PD6662
- Instant capture technology guarantees snapshots of fast-moving intruders
- Fast installation - With PowerG® wireless technology, installation is quick, simple and requires minimal disruption to the premises
- Low-cost solution, easily installed as a standalone or as add-on to existing alarm systems

RealAlarm provides professional installers and alarm receiving centres (ARC)* with a complete solution for visual verification. When an alarm is triggered by a burglary, panic, fire or other emergency event, RealAlarm automatically sends real-time images and audio from inside the premises. This enables accurate assessment of the situation so false calls outs can be avoided. Moreover, in case of an emergency, critical information can be forwarded to emergency services, enabling a faster response.

* Works with central stations with PowerManage installed only
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